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Executive Summary 

Synchro Canada continued to grow and advance in 2016-17, a year not without its challenges including a reduction 

in OTP funding to one third of Synchro Canada’s 2015-2016 amount, and uncertainty about government funding 

priorities looking to the future.  Disappointing progress in international results prompted a review of our entire 

high-performance program, led by LBB Consultants, that initiated a consultative process stretching from coast to 

coast and was the springboard to a series of bold strategic decisions that will take Synchro-in-Canada in a new, 

aligned and purposeful direction in the years to come. 

Despite these temporary set-backs, Synchro Canada emerged stronger, and had many positive developments to 

offset them.  The year was highlighted by the adoption of the 2016-2024 Synchro-in-Canada Strategic Plan which 

is uniting the organization at all levels in our path ahead.   On the program implementation side, Synchro Canada 

officially launched its revised Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) Model – representing hundreds of hours of 

work to define the building blocks of the sport of synchronized swimming in keeping with the Canadian Sport 4 

Life mandate.   The first LTAD-based program that Synchro Canada will deliver to its Members and clubs for their 

use at the entry level of the sport completed its second phase of piloting enroute to an official launch party in 

September 2018. 

As part of the goal to implement best practices in Canadian sport, Synchro Canada took firm steps to address the 

culture in the sport by adopting mandatory Respect in Sport training for its national level participants and 

encouraged Members to follow suit in their own way.  Similarly, the organization has pledged to follow the 

principles of the CAC’s Responsible Coaching Movement, with a passionate commitment to creating a best-

possible environment for athletes at all levels in our sport.  An exciting third announcement in support of this 

important initiative will be made during the Annual Meeting this year. 

In the political arena, Canada successfully supported several candidates in their bids for International leadership 

positions within FINA including three synchro representatives, Dr. Margo Mountjoy (FINA Bureau), Lisa Schott 

(Chair of FINA Technical Committee) and Sheilagh Croxon (FINA Coaches Commission).   Synchro Canada has 

championed a movement to greater inclusivity – particularly supporting FINA’s bid to welcome males into the 

sport at the international level.  More inclusive domestic programming support is high on the priority list for the 

current quadrennial.  Synchro Canada was proud to have been selected by FINA to host one of the first-ever SY 

World Series events in conjunction with our national championships in 2017 and will work with FINA to expand 

and improve this important event program. 

Financially, although adjustments were required to sustain programming this past year, the organization is stable 

and will use the positive developments to build a stronger financial base to support expanded programming 

support for registrants and members at all levels in the future. 
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Welcome to Synchro-in-Canada  

As an organization in 2016-17, Synchro Canada adopted the following Vision, Mission, Values and Mandate which 

will govern and influence our decisions and progress over the next two quadrennials: 

Our Vision 

• To be a world leading nation in synchronized swimming and  

• To move and inspire Canadians through the performances of our synchronized swimmers and always strive 

to be World and Olympic Champions 

Our Mission 

• To achieve excellence in all aspects of synchronized swimming in Canada  

Our Core Values 

• Athlete Focus-Coach driven 

o The athlete/coach duo is at the center of our actions and decisions. 

• Excellence 

o We are motivated by excellence and innovation in everything we do. 

• Team work/Collaboration 

o We believe in the power of our team, people and organizations. 

• Ethics/Respect 

o We welcome diversity and respect all perspectives and expect responsible, ethical and accountable 

behaviour from all stakeholders.  

Our Mandate: 

• To provide leadership for Synchro-In-Canada by setting overall vision and strategic guidance relevant to 

the key roles and responsibilities of each governance body through engagement and partnership with 

Provincial Sport Organizations, Clubs and key external stakeholders 

• To build collaboration, alignment and an effective organizational structure to support the strategic plan 

  

A Year in Review… 

2016-2017 was a year that saw some minor setbacks, but was also one with a renewed sense of purpose and 

strategic focus – with a goal to bring the whole organization together – united in purpose, coordinated with 

aligned resources, and on a new course for a bright future leading to 2024. 

To this end, in 2016, a new 8-year Synchro-In-Canada strategic plan was built in partnership with PSO Members 

almost all of whom have formally approved its three strategic priorities, outlined below, as well as a uniformly 

agreed upon description of roles and responsibilities by partner level, and approved an operational framework for 

the plan, identifying gatekeepers to move forward the actions and sub-actions outlined in the main strategy.  Next 
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is to collectively approve a list of defined metrics so we can measure the progress toward our goals on an annual 

basis. 

 

Not qualifying in the team event for the Olympic Games in March, 2016, despite being Pan Am Champions1, led 

to a thorough review of High Performance (HP) programming at the top level and also accelerated a hard look at 

HP development through our sport system.  Based on extensive consultation with the Synchro-in-Canada 

community, the future will see a new approach to semi-centralization that will engage Regional Training Centres, 

and “Podium” clubs to expand their ability to service athletes with a suitable daily training environment and access 

to integrated support team at CSI’s across the country, led by our expert team at INS in Montreal.   

This approach will allow our senior athletes to remain in school longer, train with the support of their families and 

will also strengthen the fabric of our over 150 clubs across Canada, as well as keeping these talented athlete role 

models actively motivating and inspiring the next generation of synchronized swimmers across Canada for periods 

during the quad.  Sharing the nationally standardized training program that is in development for identified 

athletes will build coaching knowledge and experience as well as pave the way for new relationships between 

clubs and centres and the Canadian Sport Institutes across the country, many of which are currently underutilized 

by synchronized swimming athletes.  As the Olympic Games draw closer, our identified athletes will centralize for 

longer periods to allow for more intense focus on specific choreography leading into the major events at the end 

of the quad. 

1 Olympic Selection Criteria awarded the continental entry for the America’s to the host country Brazil, meaning the America’s 

champion had to compete for one of three remaining spots in the Qualification tournament where they lost to Italy by 0.7 for 

the final entry spot in the Rio Olympics. 

 

2016-2017 Priority List 

✓ Develop and Implement a Strategic Plan and HP Review and Plan Development 

✓ World Class HP System: Hire a Chief Sport Officer 

✓ World Class HP System: Work with the provincial organizations to commence design of a new talent 

identification and development program aligned with national HP programming 

✓ Grow Feeder System: Complete and introduce enhanced Long-Term Athlete Development Model (LTAD) 

and next step programs to support 
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✓ Align and Strengthen Organizations: Build relationship with International Federation – FINA SY World 

Series, FINA Committee and commission leadership 

✓ Align and Strengthen Organizations: Governance and Policy Review 

The implementation of an 8-year plan to put Canada back on the world podium and build our domestic support 

system from the ground up includes several key components, and work has begun already on them: 

CANSwimSynchro 

One very significant component of this Synchro-In-Canada feeder system plan will be the introduction of a Canada 

wide entry level learn-to-synchro program called CANSwimSynchro.  Quietly in development since 2015, managed 

by a working group composed of representatives from across the country, this program will complete its third and 

final phase of piloting this season for launch September 1, 2018. 

The objectives of this program include membership recruitment of girls and boys aged 5-10 through a focus on 

aquatic literacy and fundamental movement skills, and retention of more participants choosing to advance in the 

CANSwimSynchro program or opting to enter the competitive program. 

Plan 42 (CS4L funded development project) 

In keeping with the goals to support our new long term athlete development (LTAD) model and build meaningful 

competition experiences for athletes at all stages, Synchro Canada developed and piloted a new approach to 

judging for athletes at the L2T and T2T levels – focused more on skill assessment relative to their age and stage.  

We recognize that the FINA judging system does not translate in a meaningful way to young athletes and their 

parents, so this new program will provide a more age and stage-appropriate introduction to assessment than what 

is currently being done. 

Respect in Sport 

Organizational Development included instituting mandatory Respect in Sport activity leader training for all 

National Team participants including athletes, coaches, staff, as well as Synchro Canada Board and staff members 

and others.  Synchro Canada has recently taken the pledge to the Responsible Coaching Movement, which 

includes a commitment to policy revision and development.  Recently completed revised policies include those 

that are conduct related (Conduct, Appeals, and Privacy).  

Governance and Policy Review 

The Board of Directors spent considerable time expanding its application of the principles of strong governance 

including holding several sessions with governance expert Dr. Richard Leblanc.  Dr. Leblanc’s influence led to the 

adoption of new position descriptions for board and executive leadership as well as adoption of new skills matrices 

and board evaluation methods.  The nominating process was also influenced by the teachings of Dr. Leblanc as 

well as by new procedures adopted by the Canadian Olympic Committee.  Standing Committees were clearly 

delineated from program committees. 

The board also approved revisions to Financial Transactions and Delegation of Authority policies, and revised its 

Rule Amendment policy.  Extensive work has been done on a Concussion Policy and standardized return to play 

(RTP) protocol in collaboration with various federal government agencies and initiatives and will be released in 

the near future. 
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Financial Highlights 

Challenged by a reduction in OTP funding, Synchro Canada did more with less and soldiered on by modifying some 

projects, finding efficiencies and tightly controlling expenses so that the reduction in funding was not as 

devastating as imagined.  The Senior National Team was able to continue to train full time in Montreal with 

reduced services and fully prepared for competition this season.   The first Next Gen team was formed and 

programming was developed to support their development both in their home club and when centralized in 

Montreal. 

Examples of expense controls include:  

- Renegotiated insurance program to be more comprehensive and at lower cost 

- Introduced new event bid process, revised host agreement and turned national events from a 50-100K 

loss to a 20-30K revenue source annually, while guaranteeing a host grant to the host organization 

(PSO/club). 

- Negotiated a reduction in rental costs for National Office 

- Decreased staffing overall  

In addition, Synchro Canada continued its success in generating discretionary government funding, adding to our 

total raised to over $250,000 through government event hosting grant and funding applications, as well as just 

under $200,000 in partner funding (eg COC, CAC, CS4L) in 3 years. 

 

Financial Detail 

Balance Sheet 

 

Highlights – 

- Cash and equivalents up 36% from 2016 

- GICs up 53% from 2016 

- Receivables down 37% from 2016 

- Pre-paid expenses up 25% from 2016 

- New endowment fund (Vilagos Athlete 

Bursary) initiated in 2017 

- AP and accrued liabilities down 9% 

- Deferred revenue down 53% (relates to 

RTC and timing of events) 
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Income Statement 

 

A quick review of Revenues identifies these variances: 

- Drop in funding from Sport Canada which is attributed 100%to the OTP funding reduction 

- Affiliation and registration fees reduction due to fewer international entries in the Open in 2016 over 2015 when it was 

the Pan Am test event, and fewer National Team fees due to a smaller Junior National Team program in a non-Jr Worlds 

year, 13-15s went to UANA instead of Mediterranean Cup, and juniors did not participate in the Senior NT Trials as they 

did in 2015.  Membership Registration actually increased due to the increase in registrant fees implemented September 

1, 2016 and a slight increase in registration itself over 2015-2016. 

- The difference in RTC revenue (and expenses) is due to the timing – only just over half a year was included in the 2015-

2016 season and a full year shows under 16/17. 

- Reduction in OTP contributions to INS – part of overall reduction in OTP funding 

- Sponsorship and Fundraising – reduction due to the non-renewal of Shiseido 

- Competition Revenue is prize money earned by the Senior National Team.  Their earnings from Worlds and the Pan Am 

Speedo bonus in 2015 are reflected in 2016.  There was no Worlds or Pan Am Games in 2016-17 and prize money from 

the World Series in 2016-2017 has not been awarded yet. 

A quick review of Expenses identifies these variances: 

- Drop in expenditures in HP.  No team to the Olympics and a reduction in funding meant a reduction in expenditures 
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- Increase in expenses in Association was due to the additional costs to execute the development of the Strategic Plan 

including payment for the consulting firm that conducted the strategic plan research and produced the HP report. 

- All other reductions in spending due to the need to reduce where possible to support athlete programming. 

 

Revenue Summary 2016-2017 

 

 

 

Revenue Detail Highlights – Explanation of Variances 

 

Revenue Detail Variances - Quick Notes   
- National championships variance due primarily to additional funding received from government sources for 2015 

Pan Am Test Event and UANA Age Group Championships (and higher international entries at Open) 
- Increase in entry fees and officials’ assessment due mainly to increase in competition fees effective in 2016 
- decrease in NT fees due to not sending 13-15 team to Med Cup and lower junior team fees 
- Decrease in NT trials due to not holding a junior program at SNT trials 
- Membership fees up primarily due to new fee structure that became effective Sept 1, 2016 

 

 

2017 2016 Difference %

Membership Fees 239,694.00 190,585.00 49,109.00 126%

National Championships 122,945.17 248,011.80 (125,066.63) 50%

National Competition Entry Fees 103,126.12 65,611.00 37,515.12 157%

Officials to Nationals Assessmt 72,525.00 46,298.00 26,227.00 157%

National Team Fees 107,023.75 159,616.00 (52,592.25) 67%

National Team Trials 27,439.33 46,450.00 (19,010.67) 59%

672,753.37 756,571.80 (83,818.43) 89%
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Registration/Membership Revenue  

 

Note membership fee increase effective September 1, 2016 

 

 

Membership Trends  

 

 

 

2016-17 2015-16 2017 to 2016 % Change 2014-15 2017 to 2015 % Change

British Columbia 16,254.00     13,659.00      2,595.00       19.0% 13,798.00 2,456.00 17.8%

Alberta 30,965.00     24,862.00      6,103.00       24.5% 24,755.00 6,210.00 25.1%

Saskatchew an 14,037.00     11,734.00      2,303.00       19.6% 10,838.00 3,199.00 29.5%

Manitoba 8,985.00       7,268.00        1,717.00       23.6% 5,920.00 3,065.00 51.8%

Ontario 66,788.00     54,056.00      12,732.00     23.6% 54,895.00 11,893.00 21.7%

Quebec 83,505.00     64,091.00      19,414.00     30.3% 67,594.00 15,911.00 23.5%

New  Brunsw ick 7,082.00       5,882.00        1,200.00       20.4% 6,134.00 948.00 15.5%

Nova Scotia 3,580.00       2,965.00        615.00          20.7% 3,251.00 329.00 10.1%

Prince Edw ard Island 860.00          591.00           269.00          45.5% 1,023.00 -163.00 -15.9%

New foundland 5,048.00       5,021.00        27.00            0.5% 4,472.00 576.00 12.9%

Yukon 1,034.00       430.00           604.00          140.5% 403.00 631.00 156.6%

Other 1,556.00       26.00             1,530.00       5884.6% 69.00 1,487.00 2155.1%

Total 239,694.00   190,585.00    49,109.00     125.8% 193,152.00    46,542.00 124.1%

4110 Membership Fees (total) 

2017 239,694.00 

2016 190,585.00 

2015 193,152.00 

2014 187,484.00 

2013 176,018.00 

2012 169,072.00 
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Membership Data – 6 Years By Province and 1-Year Impact 

 

Membership increased marginally this year at +3.1% undoubtedly impacted on slightly by the diminished profile of the sport 

at an Olympic Games without a Canadian team entry.  The emphasis moving forward is on increasing the sport’s exposure to 

entry level swimmers to grow the base first.  Efforts are also being made to modify programming with a goal of retaining 

swimmers from ages 15-17 when the drop-out rate is highest. 

 

Events Revenue and Expense – Three Year Comparison 

 

 

% Change

11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 15/16-16/17

BC 829 848 971 971 1039 1163 12

AB 938 908 1154 1033 1209 1229 2

SK 637 773 891 1083 1151 1107 -4

MB 355 330 484 516 530 403 -24

ON 2934 3149 2907 3104 3318 3716 12

QC 2331 2816 2744 2713 2742 2645 -4

NB 197 256 257 258 250 217 -13

NS 117 75 91 213 268 131 -51

NFLD 201 182 176 174 226 178 -21

PEI 116 80 63 60 53 42 -21

YK 25 27 31 27 26 24 -8

SC 43 29 18 16 15 24 60

CUSSL 285  --

Total Membership 8723 9473 9787 10168 10827 11164 3

Average one year increase (decrease) % -5

Total one year increase (decrease) % 3.1

SIX YEAR REGISTRATION CHART

SYNCHRO CANADA

EVENT RESULTS SUMMARY

2017 2016 2015 2017 2016 2015 2017 2016 2015 2017 2016 2015

Event Revenue Calgary Toronto Saskatoon Winnipeg Saint John's Kamloops Quebec Quebec Victoria

Championships Rev 72,945 208,252 38,553 51,060 167,115 21,883 5,470 6,457 6,163 16,415 34,680 10,507

Entry Fees 103,126 69,349 54,212 16,827 10,589 12,125 34,750 15,388 15,569 51,549 43,372 26,518

Officals Assmt 72,675 56,688 43,550 16,125 10,590 10,050 22,275 12,350 13,150 34,275 33,748 20,350

Sport Canada Hosting Grant 50,000 40,000 50,000 50,000 40,000 50,000

Total Revenue 298,746 374,289 186,315 134,012 228,294 94,058 62,495 34,195 34,882 102,239 111,800 57,375

Event Expense

Transportation 63,680 38,580 71,435 22,610 26,690 23,808 20,118 5,992 19,106 20,951 5,898 28,521

Meals & Hospitality 16,072 70,696 18,171 7,606 23,165 8,457 3,491 26,232 4,932 4,975 21,298 4,782

Accommodation 73,675 106,551 74,648 43,811 77,609 46,628 18,652 15,358 14,175 11,212 13,584 13,845

Facility 58,665 24,217 3,776 39,013 19,423 2,263 14,083 1,513 5,569 4,794

Other 66,986 88,534 75,794 10,081 35,910 27,029 16,352 7,704 19,992 40,553 44,920 28,772

Total Expense 279,078 328,578 243,823 123,121 182,798 108,185 72,696 55,286 59,718 83,261 90,494 75,920

Surplus / Deficit 19,668 45,711 (57,507) 10,891 45,496 (14,127) (10,201) (21,091) (24,835) 18,978 21,307 (18,545)

OPEN ESPOIR QUALIFIERTOTAL
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A change in the bid process to move coordination of all national and international events to the National Office working with 

a PSO/Club Local Organizing Committee has resulted in putting the revenues and expenses of each event together in one 

budget instead of split between the LOC and Synchro Canada as was done in the past. This step has allowed for more funding 

to be applied for from host communities and local as well as provincial governments, a more coordinated approach to local 

sponsorship, more leverage in contract negotiation with facilities and hotels and better overall expense management.  Events 

can now be delivered in a more consistent manner from location to location and it is possible for Synchro Canada to realize 

economies of scale that were not present in the past.  The Open in 2015 in Toronto (year end 2016) was conducted this way 

due to the additional requirements for accountability of the Pan Am staff, and 2016-17 was the first year where all three 

events used the new host agreement.  One event in 2017 (2016 Espoir), struggled to manage expenses at the local level and 

was not able to achieve a balanced budget.  Part of this new process is a guaranteed minimum hosting grant to the host 

committee and a removal of the risk of a financial loss to a host club or province – Synchro Canada takes the financial 

responsibility in the case of a loss – and works very hard to avoid a loss on each event. 

 

Expense Summary 2016-2017 

 

 

Expense Detail Highlights – Explanation of Variances 

  

 

Variances in expenses from 2016 to 2017 can be itemized primarily as follows: 

High performance

2017 2016

Olympics 69,704          150,399       

Senior National Team 154,764       254,162       

Own the Podium 38,000          184,000       

Junior Team 96,565          122,037       

13-15 National Team 41,981          66,253          

FINA World Championships -                113,355       

PanAm Games -                22,273          

Coaching & Other Support 275,797       358,858       

International Events 23,871          30,969          

Other 6,211            6,047            

706,893       1,308,353    

 

Sport Development

2017 2016

Annual Meeting and Leadership 41,476          26,269          

Events Expenses & Hosting 280,606       391,189       

NCCP 7,747            5,950            

LTAD Implementation 7,039            20,116          

International Iniatives 11,960          33,089          

Other Development Projects 20,196          16,934          

369,024       493,547       
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- Reduction in Olympics spending for camp and competition when team did not qualify 

- Reduction in spending on senior NT given long break given to the team over the Olympic period and lack of pre-

Games competitions 

- Reduction in INS spending due to OTP cuts 

- Reductions to cost of program for Juniors and 13-15s from prior year 

- Reduction to 2 COE coaches 

- Cost of face-to-face Annual Meeting in 2016 (2017 fy) 

- Savings in event hosting due to modified bid/hosting process and lack of Pan Am Games test event 

 

Financial Risks 

Synchro Canada depends heavily on government and government partner funding to continue to be able to offer 

programs at the national level and also to develop and introduce programs for PSOs and clubs.  The amount of 

government funding has been identified as a risk since funding priority changes at the federal government level 

could have a devastating effect on the organization’s finances. 

Moving forward, Synchro Canada has identified the following financial metrics as part of the strategic plan: 

- Revenue diversification goal to achieve an equal balance between self-generated sources (membership 

and affiliation fees, events, programs), government funding (including retaining at least $250K in addition 

to current core funding amounts), and sponsorship/fund-raising by 2020 

- Retain a six-month operating reserve by 2022 

Working toward these goals will be a priority in 2017-2018. 

 

Next Year…Key Metrics 

Year two of the strategic plan will see Synchro Canada focused on achieving several key metrics and measures 

centred under these rally cries: 

CANSwimSynchro is recognized as one of the best grassroots programs for families – of any sport in Canada 

- Pilot phase 3 completed, content finalized, national marketing campaign in place for launch September 1, 

2018 

- Synchro Canada supports inclusive programming at all levels with a focus on enabling males to participate 

in the sport 

Canada’s athletes, coaches and technical leaders are recognized among the best in the world 

- NCCP minimum certification standards are introduced for all Synchro Canada registered coaches 

- More coaches are using synchrocoach.ca as a source of information and course materials/registration 

- Synchro Canada has a fully integrated HP system from top to bottom including national testing protocols, 

flexibility and strength programs, completes the Gold Medal Profile, and integrates the provincial and 

national streams working toward aligned meaningful competition experiences for all athletes. 

- National Team athletes finish in the top 6 in the World Series ranking 
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- Synchro Canada launches a new and improved selection process for the Next Gen athlete pool (Gold 

Medal Profile) 

- Plan 42 pilots in 2017-18 lead to cross-Canada implementation of a revised judging system for L2T and 

T2T athletes 

NSO, PSOs and Clubs are aligned in program delivery, actions, and values as an organization 

- Progressive alignment of NSO and PSO operations based on established roles and responsibilities 

- Synchro Canada governance and sport policies complete and published 

- Increased commitment to values-based culture through collective support of respect training and 

adoption of the principles of the Responsible Coaching Movement 

The profile of the sport of synchronized (artistic) swimming and those participating in it is raised considerably 

- Synchro is televised or streamed more often as evidenced by collected media metrics 

- The fan base/affinity of general public to synchronized swimming has increased (more spectators) 

- A new brand is introduced for Artistic Swimming in Canada 

- The annual communications calendar is streamlining and simplifying the process of information 

dissemination 

 

Wrap it up… 

Synchro-In-Canada is in a great place to achieve its strategic objectives.  Working together at all levels to 

streamline and add to programming, align administrative practices and processes, and share resources where 

possible, will enable the organization to make faster and better decisions where we need to be nimble to stay 

ahead of the curve – the highway ahead for sport in general, and including synchronized/artistic swimming, will 

be filled with many twists and turns.  In the words of automobile giant, Henry Ford: "Coming together is a 

beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success."  Synchro-In-Canada is on the right road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Submitted by Synchro Canada Finance Committee 

September 12, 2017 


